Fusion of Multiple Person Re-id Methods With Model and Data-Aware Abilities.
Person re-identification (person re-id) has attracted rapidly increasing attention in computer vision and pattern recognition research community in recent years. With the goal of providing match ranking results between each query person image and the gallery ones, the person re-id technique has been widely explored and a large number of person re-id methods have been developed. As these algorithms leverage different kinds of prior assumptions, image features, distance matching functions, et al., each of them has its own strengths and weaknesses. Inspired by these facts, this paper proposes a novel person re-id method based on the idea of inferring superior fusion results from a variety of previous base person re-id algorithms using different methodologies or features. To achieve this goal, we propose a novel framework which mainly consists of two steps: 1) a number of existing person re-id methods are implemented, and the ranking results are obtained in the test datasets. and 2) the robust fusion strategy is applied to obtain better re-ranked matching results by simultaneously considering the recognition abilities of various base re-id methods and the difficulties of different gallery person images to be correctly recognized under the generative model of labels, abilities, and difficulties framework. Comprehensive experiments show the effectiveness of our proposed method, and we have received state-of-the-art results on recent popular person re-id datasets.